MORFEO Bed / MENO Bedside table / MEDUSA Table lamp / LEVANTE Screen
BOTTICELLI

Bed with rounded headboard and roller cushion. Structure with rounded corners, backward base in black lacquer. The roller cushion can be upholstered choosing among all Soft Touch Leathers and suitable Armani/Casa fabrics in collection. The structure is available in different woods and also completely covered with Faro fabric. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
MAT. 160 cm
172x242x72,5h cm - Inch 67.7x95.3x28.5h
MAT. 170 cm
182x242x72,5h cm - Inch 71.7x95.3x28.5h
MAT. 180 cm
192x242x72,5h cm - Inch 75.6x95.3x28.5h
QUEEN USA
164x245x72,5h cm - Inch 64.6x96.5x28.5h
KING USA
205x245x72,5h cm - Inch 80.7x96.5x28.5h
SH: 49h cm - Inch 19.3h

FINISHES

- BROWN TAMO *
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK
- FARO FABRIC **
- SHINY SANTOS ROSEWOOD

* NOT APPLICABLE ON ALL PRODUCTS
EXCLUSIVE FABRICS ARMANI/CASA BY RUBELLI
TR591 - PEARL TR592 - PLATINUM TR593 - MUD TR594 - NICKEL
TR595 - ANTHRACITE TR596 - BLUE POWDER TR597 - GOLD GREEN
FARO - CAT.A - TA034
CORDOBA - CAT.B - TB046
TR197 - BEIGE TR198 - DOVE GREY TR199 - NUT TR200 - GREY
TR201 - DARK BLUE TR202 - DARK BROWN TR203 - DARK GREEN TR204 - BLACK

** CODE: 045926 FAR0C TR527 (MAT. 160 CM), COLVILLE FABRIC

• CODE: 045925 TAM0D TR614 (MAT. 160 CM), GROVE FABRIC
DANDY

Bed with completely padded high headboard. The headboard is designed in the shape of an arch rounded in the floor plan view, so that the most external parts are detached from the wall: this feature endows the bedroom interior with lightness and motion and allows the bed to be located centrally in a room. The header comes in two different sizes and must be ordered separately. The sommier is available with or without container. Dandy can be upholstered with all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics (removable) or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
BED WITH AND WITHOUT CONTAINER
MAT. 160 cm
168x204x30h cm - Inch 66.1x80.3x11.8h
MAT. 70 cm
178x204x30h cm - Inch 70x80x11.8h
MAT. 180 cm
188x204x30h cm - Inch 74x80x11.8h
QUEEN USA
160x207x30h cm - Inch 63x81.5x11.8h
KING USA
201x207x30h cm - Inch 79.1x81.5x11.8h
SH: 55 cm - Inch 21.7
HEADBOARD
260x26x110h cm - Inch 102.4x10.2x43.4h
300x26x110h cm - Inch 118.2x10.2x43.4h
Dream presents a high headboard and a straight sommier frame. Dream is available with flat or bow header. The flat header version can be decorated with a long French roll cushion (to be ordered separately), while the bow header version can be enriched with two additional cushions (to be ordered separately). The header and the extra French roll cushions can be upholstered with all Soft Touch Leathers or suitable Armani/Casa fabrics in collection. MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**

**FLAT HEADER VERSION**

- **MAT. 160 cm**
  - 164x211x110h cm - Inch 64.6x83.1x43.4h

- **MAT. 167 cm**
  - 174x211x110h cm - Inch 68.6x83.1x43.4h

- **MAT. 180 cm**
  - 184x211x110h cm - Inch 72.5x83.1x43.4h

- **KING USA**
  - 197x214x110h cm - Inch 77.6x84.3x43.4h

- **QUEEN USA**
  - 156x214x110h cm - Inch 61.5x84.3x43.4h

- **SH:** 50 cm - Inch 19.7

**BOW HEADER VERSION**

- **MAT. 160 cm**
  - 164x211x110h cm - Inch 64.6x83.1x43.4h

- **MAT. 160 cm**
  - 174x211x110h cm - Inch 68.6x83.1x43.4h

- **MAT. 160 cm**
  - 184x211x110h cm - Inch 72.5x83.1x43.4h

- **KING USA**
  - 197x214x110h cm - Inch 77.6x84.3x43.4h

- **QUEEN USA**
  - 156x214x110h cm - Inch 61.5x84.3x43.4h

- **SH:** 50 cm - Inch 19.7

**FINISHES**

- **BROWN MAHOGANY**
- **BRUSHED BROWN OAK**
- **BRUSHED LIGHT OAK**

* CODE: 048677 RMAOB TR293 (BOW HEADER, MAT. 170 CM), DETROIT FABRIC
JONATHAN

Bed with a shaped frame and a curved quilted headboard. Jonathan features a Dove Grey Thin Leather structure and it can be upholstered with all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics and Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Jonathan is available both in the boxspring and in the slat structure version. The Jonathan bed is conceived to match with the Jerry bedside tables.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
MAT, 160 cm
165x220x110 cm - inch 65x86.6x43.3h
MAT, 170 cm
175x220x110 cm inch 68.9x86.6x43.3h
MAT, 180 cm
185x220x110 cm - inch 72.8x86.6x43.3h
KING USA
198x223x110 cm - inch 77.9x87.8x43.3h
QUEEN USA
157x223x110 cm - inch 61.8x87.8x43.3h
SH: 50 cm - Inch 19.7

FINISHES

DOVE GREY THIN LEATHER

CODE: 048912 CT00D TR795 (MAT. 170 CM)
LAND

Bed with bow section header, padded to give more comfort and softness. The raised structure with four legs creates a single piece with the sides of the headrest: for this reason it can be finished with non removable materials only, like Faro fabric, colour Platinum, or the Technical Dark Green Fabric. On the contrary, the front and the back of the headrest can be decorated with all removable Armani/Casa fabrics. Feet in Satin Light Brass. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
MAT. 160 cm
162x214x100 cm - Inch 63.7x84.2x39.4h

MAT. 170 cm
172x214x100 cm - Inch 67.7x84.2x39.4h

MAT. 180 cm
182x214x100 cm - Inch 71.7x84.2x39.4h

KING
197x216x100 cm - Inch 77.6x85x39.4h

QUEEN
154x216x100 cm - Inch 61.4x85x39.4h

SH: 55 cm - Inch 21.7

FINISHES

- FARO FABRIC (TR592 PLATINUM) / SATIN LIGHT BRASS
- TECHNICAL DARK GREEN FABRIC / SATIN LIGHT BRASS

* CODE: 048957 FAR0D TR795 (MAT. 170 CM), JACKSON FABRIC
** CODE: 048957 MJLOC TX056 (MAT. 170 CM), NICE FABRIC
**MARTIN**

Martin is a lifted bed with a slim structure in solid wood. The four feet have a rounded shape that continues also on the header hard structure. The two header cushions are curved like the header itself and feature removable covers. This bed matches with the Milton range of bedside tables. Upholstery of the headboard available in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics and Soft Touch Leathers in collection. MADE IN ITALY.

### DIMENSIONS

- **MAT. 160 cm**
  - 162x229x100h cm - Inch 63.2x90.1x39.4h
- **MAT. 170 cm**
  - 172x229x100h cm - Inch 67.7x90.1x39.4h
- **MAT. 180 cm**
  - 182x229x100h cm - inch 71.6x90.1x39.4h
- **KING USA**
  - 195x232x100h cm - Inch 76.8x91.3x39.4h
- **QUEEN USA**
  - 154x232x100h cm - Inch 60.6x91.3x39.4h

**SH:** 50 cm - Inch 19.7

### FINISHES

- BRUSHED BROWN OAK
- BRUSHED GREIGE OAK☆

☆ CODE: 049313 RGROC ER001 (MAT. 170 CM), MELBOURNE FABRIC
MORFEO

Morfeo comes from the idea of a floating bed, a concept that becomes reality thanks to the thin, softly curved headboard and footboard. The structure is made of a single element, curved at the ends, clad in a patterned technical fabric and outlined with a rounded solid wood frame. The cover in technical fabric is not removable. The version in Canaletto Walnut is matched with Norfolk fabric, a precious canneté interrupted by diagonal lines, available in 9 colors. This bed matches with the Meneo range of bedside tables.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
MAT. 160 cm
166x236x93h cm - Inch 65.3x93x36.6h

MAT. 170 cm
176x236x93h cm - Inch 69.3x93x36.6h

MAT. 180 cm
186x236x93h cm - Inch 73.2x93x36.6h

KING USA
199x239x93h cm - Inch 78.3x94x36.6h

QUEEN USA
158x239x93h cm - Inch 62.2x94x36.6h

SH: 50 cm - Inch 19.7

FINISHES
CANALETTO WALNUT / NORFOLK FABRIC (ALL COLORS)

VINTAGE BROWN OAK / TECHNICAL CHINCHILLA FABRIC

• CODE: 045988 N0C0D TX011, NORFOLK FABRIC
ROMA

Roma is a bed with upholstered headboard and orthopaedic base with wooden slats. It is available with low or tall headboard. Roma can be upholstered with all Soft Touch Leathers (not removable) or suitable Armani/Casa fabrics (removable) in collection. Wooden feet.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

LOW HEADER VERSION DIMENSIONS
MAT, 160 cm
164x218x80h cm - Inch 64.5x85.8x31.5h

MAT, 170 cm
174x218x80h cm - Inch 68.5x85.8x31.5h

MAT, 180 cm
184x218x80h cm - Inch 72.4x85.8x31.5h

KING USA
198x222x80h cm - Inch 78x87.4x31.5h

QUEEN USA
157x222x80h cm - Inch 61.8x87.4x31.5h

SH: 47 cm - Inch 18.5

TALL HEADER VERSION DIMENSIONS
MAT, 160 cm
164x218x110h cm - Inch 64.5x85.8x43.3h

MAT, 170 cm
174x218x110h cm - Inch 68.5x85.8x43.3h

MAT, 180 cm
184x218x110h cm - Inch 72.4x85.8x43.3h

KING USA
198x222x110h cm - Inch 78x87.4x43.3h

QUEEN USA
157x222x110h cm - Inch 61.8x87.4x43.3h

SH: 47 cm - Inch 18.5

FINISHES

- BRUSHED BROWN OAK
- CANALETTO WALNUT

* CODE: 048684 RMA0C TR710 (MAT. 170 CM), HAVANA FABRIC
GARCIA

Classic hypoallergenic mattress in latex of superior quality, h. 25 cm.

Springs
Independent spring system Supermicro 3000 h. 140 mm, 7 different comfort zones, spring section of 0.9/1.0 mm.

Density
1100 springs/m².

Frame
Perimeter box in high-density expanded polyurethane.

Layers
Upper and lower layer in Latex with passing-through holes h. 40 mm.

Upholstery
Removable outer cover with perimeter borders and zips on both sides.

Padding
Anallergic wadding 300 gr/m².

Fabric
Jacquard fabric with Armani/Casa logo.

GIAVA

Super comfort quality mattress in memory foam, h. 25 cm.

Springs
Independent spring system Supermicro 3000 h. 140 mm, 7 different comfort zones, spring section of 0.9/1.0 mm.

Density
1100 springs/m².

Frame
Perimeter box in high-density expanded polyurethane.

Layers
Upper and lower layer in Memory Foam h. 40 mm.

Upholstery
Removable outer cover with perimeter borders and zips on both sides.

Padding
Anallergic wadding 300 gr/m².

Fabric
Jacquard fabric with Armani/Casa logo.
GARLAND

High-quality mattress with double thickness: the main body with springs and a thinner additional mattress on top filled with natural feathers. h. 27 cm.

BASE MATTRESS

Springs
Independent spring system Micropocket h. 140 mm with 7 different comfort zones, spring section of 1.1/1.2 mm.

Density
600 springs/m².

Frame
Perimeter box in high-density expanded polyurethane.

Layers
Upper and lower layer in pyramid polyurethane foam Firm Support h. 30 mm.

Upholstery
Non-removable outer cover with perimeter borders.

Padding
Anallergic wadding 300 gr/m².

Fabric
Jacquard fabric with Armani/Casa logo.

TOP PILLOW

Upholstery
Removable outer cover with perimeter borders.

Padding
Anallergic wadding 300 gr/m².

Fabric
Jacquard fabric with Armani/Casa logo.

Inner thin mattress padded with goose feathers, tied to the main mattress thanks to leatherette straps FastStrap® system (trademark).